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The Darkness Outside Us
by Eliot Schrefer

Earth's population is divided between only
two existing countries which cannot manage
to cooperate in any way, until a distress
signal arrives from Titan's first settler.
Ambrose wakes up on board the
Coordinated Endeavour under strange
circumstances: he doesn't remember the
launch, and Kodiak, the only other person on
this mission, has barricaded himself away
from sight. But nothing will stop Ambrose
from making this mission succeed-- not
when the settler he's rescuing is his sister.

The First to Die at the End
by Adam Silvera

It's the night before Death-Cast goes live,
and there's one question on everyone's mind:
Can Death-Cast actually predict when
someone will die? Orion and Valentino cross
paths in Times Square and immediately feel a
deep connection. But when the first round of
End Day calls goes out, their lives are
changed forever.

The Space Between Here & Now
by Sarah Suk

Seventeen-year-old Aimee Roh has Sensory
Time Warp Syndrome, a rare condition that
causes her to time travel to a moment in her
life when she smells something linked to that
memory. When Aimee disappears into a
memory of her estranged mom, she becomes
distraught. The memory doesn't match up
with the story of how her mom left--at least,
not the version she's always heard from her
dad.

Into the Sunken City
by Dinesh Thiru

In a world where the rain never stops,
impoverished Jin Haldar is offered the score
of a lifetime--a massive stash of gold hidden
in the sunken ruins of Las Vegas and must do

what she promised herself she'd never do
again: dive.

The Q
by Amy Tintera

When the president's son, Lennon, is kidnapped and pushed out
of an airplane over the Q, a vast quarantine zone, Maisie gives
him a seventy-two hour vaccine and together the two
teenagers attempt to fight their way through the Q in order to
survive.

Spin Me Right Round
by David Valdes

Luis just wants to go to prom with his boyfriend, but when a hit
on the head knocks him back to 1985, he meets his parents'
closeted classmate.

The Infinity Particle
by Wendy Xu

Clementine Chang moves from Earth to Mars for a new start
and is lucky enough to land her dream job with Dr. Marcella Lin,
an Artificial Intelligence pioneer. On her first day of work, Clem
meets Dr. Lin's assistant, a humanoid AI named Kye. When Clem
and Kye begin to collaborate, their chemistry sets off sparks. The
only downside? Dr. Lin is enraged by Kye's growing
independence and won't allow him more freedom. Plus, their
relationship throws into question everything Clem thought she
knew about AI.

Under This Forgetful Sky
by Lauren Yero

When rebels infect his father with a fatal virus, sixteen-year-old
Rumi ventures beyond his city's protected walls and meets Paz,
who offers to guide him on his search for a cure, but may have
an agenda of her own.



If I See You Again Tomorrow
by Robbie Couch

Clark is stuck in a time loop that is endlessly monotonous until
he meets Beau, the boy of his dreams.

Across a Field of Starlight
by Blue Delliquanti

Lu and Fassen are from different worlds and separate solar
systems, so when the war of Fassen's world invades Lu's
peaceful home, they find themselves at the forefront of a battle
they hoped would never happen.

The Kindred
by Alechia Dow

Joy Abara knows her place. A commoner from the lowly planet
Hali, she lives a simple life--apart from the notoriety that being
Kindred to the nobility's most infamous playboy: Duke Felix
Hamdi. Then the royal family is assassinated, putting Felix next
in line for the throne...and accused of the murders. Someone
will stop at nothing until he's dead, which means they'll target
Joy, too.

The Upper World
by Femi Fadugba

Rhia's past is filled with questions, none of which she expects a
new physics tutor to answer. But Dr. Esso's not here to help
Rhia. He's here because he needs her help--to unravel a
tragedy that happened fifteen years ago. One that holds the
key not only to Rhia's past, but to a future worth fighting for.

Sky’s End
by Marc J. Gregson

Exiled to live as a Low, sixteen-year-old Conrad refuses to
become heir to his murderous uncle. But Meritocracy is a harsh
and unforgiving rule on the floating island of Holmstead, and
when his ailing mother is killed by monstrous gorgantauns,
Conrad cuts a deal to save the only family he has left.

Stars, Hide Your Fires
by Jessica Best

After traveling from her home planet to
Ouris and sneaking into the imperial ball
to steal from the galactic elite, expert
thief Cass is framed for the unexpected
death of the emperor, and must work
together with a mysterious rebel to
uncover the true plot and clear her name.

All That’s Left in the World
by Erik J. Brown

Putting their trust in one another, two
boys, Andrew and Jamie, search for
civilization in a world ravaged by a deadly
pathogen, but their secrets could cost
them everything as they try to find the
courage to fight for the future, together.

This Delicious Death
by Kayla Cottingham

The melting of arctic permafrost released
a pathogen. Those impacted, 'ghouls',
were only able to gain sustenance by
consuming the flesh of other human
beings. However, scientists were able to
create a synthetic version of human
meat. Zoey, Celeste, Valeria, and Jasmine
are all ghouls living in Southern California.
When music festival guests start
disappearing around them the girls soon
discover someone is drugging ghouls and
making them feral.

Pixels of You
by Ananth Hirsh

Indira is a human girl who has been
cybernetically augmented after a tragic
accident, and Fawn is one of the first
human-presenting AI. They have the same
internship at a gallery, but neither thinks
much of the other's photography. But after
a huge public blowout, their mentor gives
them an ultimatum: work together on a
project or leave her gallery forever.

Cold the Night, Fast the Wolves
by Meg Long

On a frozen wasteland of a planet, a girl is
on the run with a wolf who is born to be a
killer but bound to be her guide. As they
fight to escape ice goblins, giant bears, and
a ruthless leader intent on trapping them
both, one question drives them relentlessly
forward: where do you turn when there is
nowhere to hide?

Alone Out Here
by Riley Redgate

When the president's daughter--eighteen-
year-old Leigh Chen--ends up on the only
ship escaping a dying earth, she and a
group of teenagers must grapple with the
challenges of what it will take to survive as
the last remnants of humanity

Star Splitter
by Matthew Kirby

Jessica Mathers wakes up in an empty, and utterly destroyed,
landing unit from the ship where she was supposed to
rendezvous with her parents. Its corridors are empty and
covered in bloody handprints; the machines are silent and dark.
And outside, in the alien dirt, are the carefully, and recently,
marked graves of strangers.

At the End of Everything
by Marieke Nijkamp

A group of teens at the Hope Juvenile Treatment Center are
shocked to discover their guards have abandoned them, but
their joy turns to fear when they learn a catastrophic pandemic
has occurred outside their walls, turning their new-found
freedom into a fight for survival.

The Half-Life of Love
by Brianna Bourne

Flint Larson has known when he was going to die since he was
eight because of the Half-Life Institute, and he is spending the

last forty-one days quietly with his divorced parents;
September is a vibrant aspiring scientist who wants to cure
"half-life", especially since she has met Flint--but their time

together is getting short.


